精品动画片推荐

Chinese
Culture

——美猴王——
Monkey King
22min X 52episodes

Monkey King is derived from the Chinese
classical novel – The Journey to the West, and the
major figures including Monkey King, Six Ear
Monkey, Jade Rabbit, Ginseng Fruit, Old Monkey
King and Old White Deer (Nine Soul Saint).
Long ago, there was a monkey-shaped stone with
superior spirituality. After adopting the essence of
the nature, a monkey bursts out of the stone and
starts his legendary life. He once joins local monkey
family, and later learns Kongfu and magic power in
Daoist Mountain. The Old White Deer (Nine Soul
Saint), who dreams of ruling the universe, releases
his powerful but evil soul by capitalizing on the
desire of Six Ear Monkey, who used to be Monkey
King’s friend, to be the king of monkeys. However,
the Old White Deer is finally defeated by Monkey
King and his faithful companions. The Monkey
King finally saves his friend Six Ear Monkey and
becomes the king of the Huaguo Mountain.

——哪吒传奇——
The Legend of Nezha
22minutes×52 episodes

Story:
It is an old folktale in China. Nezha was born out
of a fleshy ball with Herculean power, who was
selected by goddess Nuwa to embody justice,
fighting with the evil power in the earth. Goddess
Shiji, representing the evil power, was trying to
acquire the energy from Nezha. When got failed
every time, she intended to kill Nezha. With the
help of Nuwa and friends, Nezha fought fiercely
with Shiji. Experiencing numerous difficulties
and hardships, he had grown from a naïve
naughty boy to a little hero.

——少年狄仁杰——
Little Detective Di Renjie
22min X 104episodes

The creative team of the animated series –Little
Detective Di Renjie – includes awards-winning
director Kang Baojing; famous playwright Yang
Peng; character designer Yang Shupeng; background
designer Fu Yingcao; and the composer Zhang
Xuguang.
The main characters of the animation include Di
Renjie, Shangguan Wan’er, Shangguan Yi, Hong
Liang and Ma Rong. The animation is derived from a
Chinese classical novel about criminal investigation.
With the time background of the Tang Dynasty, the
most prosperous and powerful in Chinese history, the
animation presents the thriving capital city Chang’an,
the lonely small town on the border, the vast ocean,
the massive desert and the desolate Gobi, and
integrates folk custom and humanistic views in
various parts of China to form a background of the
profound oriental cultures. With Di Renjie at his
childhood being the leading figure, this animation
will develop the logical thinking and reasoning
ability through a host of vivid, twisty, lively and
interesting detective stories.

——寓言新一族——

New Fables
12min X 100episodes
New Fables is a serial comic animation that
renders a dense atmosphere of games and focuses
on the Chinese traditional fables. The animation
has seen the great efforts made by the director Lai
Dongmin and the playwrights Qian Jingjing, Liu
Fang, Nan Ming and Qin Xian in the early stage.
The art design of this animation is undertaken by
Geng Lin, Zhang Jianjun and Ma Shouhong.
Major figures of the animation include Yimi Jiu,
Da Da, Jie Mo, Gua Gua, Xiaolong Bao and Sanzi
Jing. The stories between them are similar to the
traditional fables to some extent, so they enter the
world of fables in the form of games – performing
the fables of the earlier generations.
They sometimes perform their roles in strict
compliance with the originals, but sometimes
deviate from the originals as a result of their
tempers and normal conflicts, which lead to some
unexpected but reasonable changes. The serious
and profound fables stories are interpreted in an
interesting and accessible way, which enhances
the vividness and fun of these fables.

——中华面对面—
Noodles War
11min X 52episodes

The story of this animation focuses on a cuisine
competition between Long Axing, Li Xiaolong and
Mr. Iron and two aliens Mian Da and Boluo Da.
The alien migrants and earthmen mingle in the
―Earth Town‖, and all the environments present the
characteristics of mixture and diversity because of
the conflict between the ancient cultures and the
advanced technical civilization.
The native earthmen who are considered as the
―original earthmen‖ face the threat of monopoly
from Mian Da, an alien that deals with the noodles
business. Zhonghua Noodles is also a small noodles
restaurant. However, to prove that the alien lightspeed noodles are not the most delicious and healthy
food in the universe, Long Axing, Li Xiaolong and
Mr. Iron have started an impossible mission to
confront Mian Da and finally defended the
Zhonghua Noodles Restaurant.

——武行者——
Prince Kara’s Adventure
for Martial Arts
22 minutes×26 episodes

Production technique: 2D
Targeted audience: 5-15 years old
Synopsis:
Kara, the Prince of the Desert Kingdom
went into exile because his uncle Morda
stole his father’s throne. He looked forward
to getting the treasurable ancient codes and
records of martial arts in Lynx Kingdom to
revenge for his father.
Duoer, the Princess of the Kingdom took the
oath: she would marry and granted the
treasurable records of martial arts to any
man who would answer three riddles. But, if
the man gave her wrong answer, he would
be cursed and became a crow. Many princes
paid the heavy cost for this. Kara won the
competition by his wits and bravery, but the
arrogant Princess was not willing to fulfill
her promise.
At the very moment, Morda burst in, which
disclosed a series of past events of many
years ago, accompanied in the subsequent
with his ugly scheme. Finally, Kara defeated
Uncle Morda with martial arts and won
Princess Duoer’s love.

For Infant
Children

——我的爸爸是机器人—
—
Robot Daddy

12min X 52episodes

The main characters of this animation include
Wang Youzhi, Yang Xiaoya, Baby Dabao and Bianxing
Dan.
The story tells what happens in5000AD,The humans
have escaped the earth because of environmental
pollution, and the dirty earth is governed by advanced
robots. Wang Youzhi and Yang Xiaoya, a robot couple,
find Baby Dabao, a test-tube baby left by the
prehistoric animal – the humans – during their
honeymoon travel, and decide to bring him up in their
home. Bianxing Dan is a monster born out of an egg
that receives the nuclear pollution from the human,
while its mission is to revenge the human with all forms
of pollution. After finding the existence of the last one
of human Baby Dabao, Bianxing Dan starts attacking
Baby Dabao with various pollutants. Wang Youzhi and
Yang Xiaoya use their knowledge left by the human to
protect their home and Baby Dabao.

——手工街——
Origami World
11min X 52episodes

On magic Manual Street, everything is hand made
from paper including the inhabitants. They use glue to
make themselves beautiful and neat everyday, waiting
for the newspaper flying through the windows like the
bird. They all have to learn paper folding from an early
age in order to make the paper world lovelier. The main
character “little rice” and his good friend “peanut head”
are the students of Manual street school.
One dreams becoming the most well behaved child
in the world, the other is always looking for a chance to
stir up trouble, imagining that the ordinary life is full of
adventures. Then they begin to face things such as the
ice cream with the inflation of price everyday,
mysterious rabbit that does not like eating carrot,
flaunty superman who need protection from the
children, house that could go way up high or down low
and complicated and confusing theft of little red flower
etc.

——金螺号——
Golden Conch
15 minutes x 52 episodes

Production technique: 3D
Targeted audience: 3-15 years old
Synopsis：
Long time ago, there is a conch-shaped island belong
the blue ocean, which is called “Golden Conch”. The
conch family including the three sisters, Pretty belle,
Sweetie belle and Cutie belle and their Aunty OK,
and the marvelous conch fairy Little Dot, who can
transform to many forms, are living happily on the
island.
One day, two super trouble-makers, Scissors Crab
and Pipi Shrimp come to Golden Conch Island. They
make evil plans everyday to spoil the perfect life of
conch family with the help of a mystical Treasure
Box. And the three sisters have to win the
seemingly-stronger opponents by all tries. But will
the Scissors Crab and Pipi Shrimp give up evil and
return to good? What is the password of the Treasure
Box? Let’s start the trip to Golden Conch Island and
find the answers together.

——豆芽先生帮帮忙——
Good Man, Mr. Bean Sprout
13min X 100episodes

Production technique: 2D
Targeted audience: 4-14 years old
Synopsis:

There is a chubby, accommodating and good
man in Rainbow Town, who is called Mr. Bean
Sprout in the respectful form. He runs a seed
shop in the town, and teaches residents how to
plant various plants and vegetables.
Mr. Mushroom, one friend of Bean Sprout’s,
is always like to make funs with him. Mr.
Mushroom gives up halfway all the time, and
then asks for Mr. Bean Sprout’s help for putting
the mess in order.
Brothers Potatoes are a pair of funny
fellows, and always bring troubles to residents
in the town. The kind-hearted and beautiful
Miss Carrot, Garlic and all children’s intimate
elder sister, is one of the teachers in town
school. Moreover, there are the village head
Grandpa and Rainbow Immortal in the town.
All live happily with harmony.
However, Black-white Devil Arabu, an illtempered guy, always comes here to break the
villagers’ happiness. Arabu’s final goal is to turn
the most beautiful colors in the world into black
and white, and his first step is to damage the
colorful Rainbow Village…

——月亮大马戏团——
Moon Circus
11min X 26episodes

Moon Circus is a 3D animated series planned
and produced by CCTV Animation. Cao Liang, the
director, and Du Yingzhe and Zhou Jianmin, the
playwrights, are all the young-generation animation
talents in China. The art designers of the animation
are Li Bo and Yu Bin.
The leading figures of Moon Circus include
Bamboo Baby, a panda who is good at magic; Fei
Fei, a naughty monkey; Lu Lu, a little rhinoceros,
lovely but a little bossy; Da Guo, a timid tiger; and
Ban Ban, a penguin that likes to play a joke on
others.
They perform magic with pleasure and live a
happy life. Just like every average person, they have
their own advantages and disadvantages as well as
their own stories.
This animation will present these funny stories
and let children experience the magic circus and the
happy and interesting life of the circus members.

Different
Styles

——开心小镇——
Happy Town
11min X 52episodes
Happy Town is the first long-episode TV stopmotion animation in China, independently directed by
Zhao Jin, a talented young director of CCTV Animation.
Most of the members in this creative team are aged
below 30.
The main characters of the animation are lovely and
have distinct personalities, including Niu Niu, Tie Dan,
Mr. Zheng, Sister Azhen and Grandpa Wine.
The story happens in a small town, called Jiming
Town, in the Northern China. The hospitable residents
stage funny stories every day, and gradually learn how to
get along with each other and gain understanding
between family members during conflicts and
misunderstanding. Finally, they live together with
happiness and pleasure.

——星海奇航——
To the Galaxes
11min X 26episodes

Pupil Leilei and Jingjing save a puppy on their way
home. In the evening, the puppy leaves Leilei's home.
When Leilei and Jingjing go out to search, they are
taken away by the spaceship which collects animals on
earth from interstellar zoo.
The spaceship comes to the freight transfer station in
outer space. A group of space animal smugglers targets
the puppy. The pilot Mr.Green, Mr.Thin and two pupils
involve in an interstellar animal smuggling case. The
smugglers take the two pupils and the puppy to the space
smelter--iron slag planet. Mr.Green stands out and tries
to save the others, but his spaceship is damaged and has
a crash landing on a planet full of desert. By the help
from silicon substrate creature on that planet, Mr.Green
sets out to save Leilei, Jingjing and the puppy. At the
same time, a secret detective who investigates the
animal smuggling case for many years finds Mr.Thin at
the harbour of crape myrtle planet. They begin their
secret investigation at iron slag planet.
Leilei, Jingjing and puppy escape from the control of
the iron slag emperor by the help of Mr. Green who
comes in time. Meanwhile, Mr Thin and secret detective
find the evidence of smuggling activities of iron slag
emperor after numerous difficulties in iron slag planet.
Under the help of interstellar police, this group of
people unite and fight against iron slag emperor.
Eventually iron slag emperor is defeated and the
imprisoned animals are sent back to the interstellar zoo.

——巨虫公园——
The Bug Park
22 minutes×52 episodes

2D
For kids 5-10
Synopsis:
The Bug Park tells a story about 3 kids who are
not acquainted with each other and they go on
board of a vessel for their summer camp at sea. At
the beginning of the journey, they are attacked and
brought to a mystic island of gigantic insects by
some unidentified organism. Those gigantic insects
multiplied generation by generation, and they
occupy the island and threaten the lives of the 3
kids. To run away from the island and return to the
civilization, the 3 kids fight for survival in the
nature and they finally live through threats of those
gigantic insects. Meanwhile, they met a aborigine
girl named Chacha，who appears occasionally and
cannot be told as a ally. During the process of
saving themselves, the mysteries hidden in the
jungle for centuries on the solitary island are
revealed little by little, but the kids believe they
would overcome all difficulties eventually.

——球泡森林——
Qiupao Islands
12 minutes×100 episodes

The mysterious Qiupao Islands seem to
only exist in people’s imgination. In fact,
they are not real islands but some huge sea
turtles who have been drifting near the
equator for nearly a thousand years. On their
backs Qiupao forests grow, and in the forest
a variety of creatures live in a hamonious
manner. The life on one of the islands is
changed with the comeing of a little human
boy who survives a balloom accident. The
island residents give him a name Bangbang.
Innocent, optimistic, curious, daring…, the
little boy causes quite a few troubles to the
animals but also brings eternal
happiness……

——小虫探——
Little Insect Detectives
12 minutes×52 episodes

Production technique: 3D
Targeted audience: 5-12 years old
Synopsis:
A round of mysterious wind blows the Red Bush Insect
Community onto a fantastic small island. Facing such
an unexpected change，the little detective Tangtang
tands out，restoring the social order of the community
with the help of Dr. Spider and a bunch of good friends.
Working as one, Tangtang and his friends catch the
kidnapped aliens Fanny and Alexander who are forced
to do demolition.
Based on continued exploration, the little insects find
out that the small island actually is a spaceship of an
alien dog called Gagarin, whose mission is to kidnap
creatures on the earth and take them to a foreign planet
to make lab specimens. Gagarin kidnaps insects, uses
mesmerism to confuse time and hacks Dr. Spider’s
network.
In order to safeguard the newly reconstructed
homeland, the little detective Tangtang and his pals
make joint effort, overcoming many difficulties.
Cherishing team spirit, friendship and wisdom, they
grow up day by day, learning many truths for being
insects，defeating Gagarin at last，safeguarding Red
Bush Community and happily starting a new life.

——面粉镇的节日——
Flour Town Festival
12minutes×52 episodes

2D
All ages
Introduction:
The series are about various funny and interesting
stories of the residents of Flour Town, where
noodles, dumplings, hamburgers, buns and their flour
food friends live.
In Flour Town, everyone can write whatever festivals
they are looking forward to on a piece of paper and
put them into the Lucky Machine. The Lucky
Machine will choose a festival randomly as their
weekend holiday. Just a few of the festivals are usual
to ours, and most of them are created by the lovely
flour food residents.
In each festival, interesting and unbelievable things
always happen, and we sometimes can find the
humor and philosophy of our life.

——种子的旅行——
Journey of A Sunflower
Seed
13minutes×26 episodes

2D
For kids 5-8
Introduction:
A Sunflower Seed is shot out of a cow’s nostril by her
sneezing, and then starts his journey to look for who
he is.
On the border of rangeland, he meets the brothers of
Ginkgo Seeds.
In the field of soybean, he meets the loving couple
Red Bean Seed and Green Bean Seed.
With wind rising, the Sunflower Seed meets a group
of Dandelion Seeds, and with the help of a lovely
Dandelion Seed, the Sunflower Seed flies into the sky
and views a different world.
At the side of peanut field with luxuriant foliage, the
Sunflower Seed meets a very very old Peanut Seed
and on the road side, he sees a small Apple Seed…
In the end, he makes his real status clear, but he is
stalked by a throstleat the same time. After the
thrilling struggle, he wakes up and finds himself to be
a tall and straight sunflower in the golden sunflowers
field.

——布布熊——
Bubu Bear
12minutes×26 episodes

Story:
It tells a series of interesting stories about a 6-year-old
boy Dudu who is in senior class in kindergarten. He is
crazy about composing his own songs but never gets
himself understood. His meething with the magic bear
changes his life for ever. Many miraculous things happen
to the boy and his new companion. The characters in the
story are lovely and impressive and the 3D scenes are of
superior quality.

——开心果——
Happy Three
12minutes×39 episodes

Story:
Kaikai, Xinxin and Guoguo are three kids from
6-9. They are neighbours. Mainly around
Xinxin’s parents, there are always a lot of events
and conflicts. The Series provides the opportunity
for both children and parents to know more about
each other, to learn how to communicate in
family, and to refresh their opinions on how to
educate and how to understand the parents’ love.
During the painful process of growth, the three
happy kids gain perseverance, strong will-power,
solidarity and love.
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